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Software Product Developer with 15+ years building innovative online and real-time 
software systems. As a talented communicator and agile problem solver, developed 
creative solutions for diverse applications including accounting, inventory control, 
point-of-sale, satellites, and brokerage operations.

EXPERIENCE

Lead Principal Software Engineer
ABC Corporation - 1996 – 2004

 Implemented system recovery function to eliminate the risk of losing 
the communications path to the market.

 Resulted in saving over $5,000,000 in its first usage and prevent 
negative impact on customers.

 Implemented paperless order processing system that cut time to 
process orders by 50% and doubled broker review productivity.

 Teamed with Risk Management to develop improved software 
modules for buying power calculations to automate order processing, 
which resulted in near 100% accuracy in account balances and 
buying power.

 Designed, developed, and improved real-time risk management 
toolset that allowed risk managers to monitor specific stocks and 
accounts with those stocks.

 Developed end-of-day jobs to mark stock and options positions to 
closing values and recalculate account and margin balances.

 Automated stock loan table monitoring and integrated external data 
into a table to ensure a larger inventory of loanable stocks and 
provide more accurate and timely updates of stock loan information.

Principal Software Engineer 
Centrify Corporation - 1995 – 1996

 Gather requirements analyze, brainstorm, develop, and deploy 
software solutions.

 Mentor and supervise efforts of junior engineers to improve quality 
and ensure best practices.

 Collaborate with post-sales support teams to identify and resolve 
issues.

 Designed Centrify Privilege Management cloud-based SaaS solution 
as well as many modules for Azure-based multi-tenant password 
management that provides secure remote access, shared passwords, 
privilege access requests, application-to-application password.

 Developed background process module to update connectivity status,
account validation, password rotation Developed module to manage 
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periodic automated changes of Windows Service Account passwords 
Developed CPS reports and Swagger-based help for REST APIs, 
Selenium-based Web GUI test tools, etc.

 Developed Direct Audit Windows application and many modules for 
solution to record and play back user sessions Architected and 
developed AuditTrail module for logging system operations Managing 
the project with Agile methodologies.

 Developed Windows agent functionality to capture user input and 
convert UI changes to RFB data sent to Collector Developed features 
for Centrify Management Console that managed and configured 
installations, AuditStore database, Collector, and agents.

EDUCATION

 B.S. in Computer Science - (California State University Hayward - 
Hayward, CA)

SKILLS

Quality Assurance, TESTNG, Test Automation, Selenium, QTP, HP ALM.
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